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Today the general public regards speeding as a minor offence just like they regarded 
drinking and driving only thirty yeas ago. 

In the case of drinking and driving, the attitudes started changing due to a number of 
spectacular accidents leading to death of innocent victims (children) and massive media 
efforts against drinking and driving. In less than ten years the public and the decision-
makers had overwhelming acceptance of hard legislation and efficient controls of drinking 
and driving. 

Speeding has also had many innocent victims but usually some other factor has been 
labelled as the main cause in these issues. There is no media consensus against speeding.  

Acceptance is the key issue for speed management. This has been achieved for e.g, 
structural measures in residential areas or lower wintertime speed limits or automated speed 
enforcement on high risk sections. Variable, dynamic speed limits have also been accepted. 
For all these systems, the main obstacle in their implementation seems to be the costs 
although technical issues also exist. An example is the problems that structural measures 
cause to winter maintenance (e.g. snow removal) 

The most promising system is of course the in-vehicle system. Such a system would make all 
other speed management systems obsolete. 

Many technical, but especially legal and institutional issues exist and need to be solved. 

But there the acceptance issue is also the most crucial. Many prejudices exist. The industry 
also realises this making the in-vehicle speed management systems a sensitive issue. 

Most of the prejudices seem to disappear at actual test driving. This is because ISA can also 
be regarded as a comfort system. We need therefore pilots involving decision makers, media 
representatives, and ordinary drivers.  

The actual implementation should start with voluntary systems integrated to comfort 
systems such as cruise control. After enough penetration, there is the time to contemplate 
making the system mandatory. 
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THE STARTING POINT: 

Car industry assumes that car drivers want speed. So they sell speed: Speed is used as one 
product feature that makes the product attractive for the potential customers. As I see it 
there is a mixture of lack of responsibility there:  

1. The passive one is that it is stated that "our customers" want the product to be this way. 
If car producers do not comply with this than fewer cars will be bought with negative 
consequences for economy, working places etc. etc.. Thereby, the societal costs of 
accidents are never discussed. So the possibility to produce cars that go much faster 
than all the ususal speed limits must not be touched 

2. The active version of "lack of responsibility" is that industry enhances the attractivity of 
speed and dynamics by associating them to high-rated societal values, like 
competitiveness, efficiency, etc., with the help of communication and advertising 

THE CONSEQUENCE: 

- Either car industry goes on this way and then ISA will have a very difficult position, 
unless legislation makes it necessary fo them to change attitude. This could happen, e.g., 
by decreting that speeding has to be made physically impossible.  

- Or they try to actively influence what car drivers want, in a direction wished for from the 
point of view of safety and general life quality. In that case, car industry would have to 
win the customers on basis of other features of attractiveness than speed and dynamics. 

THE PROGNOSIS: 

Car industry and the adjoined groups can cause troubles for public officers and decision 
makers - power steers decisions, not so much rationality (Bent Flyvbjerg). So if car industry 
considers it more easy to continue with their present marketing strategy, it will be difficult to 
change laws in the direction of "making speeding physically impossible". 

The chance for a change lies in the demonstration that car industry build their economic 
success on a basis that causes very high costs for the society. If this can be made sufficiently 
transparent, than a process of negotiation will begin where car industry is either convinced 
to change strategy or to accept restrictive laws, that for example would include ISA as an 
obligatory equipment of every new car, and that also would make the use of ISA obligatory. 
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1. There is no doubt that the authorities want to continue trying to reduce the number of 
traffic accidents in Japan, which is still increasing although the number of people killed 
has been going down in recent years. However, it is difficult to find more effective 
measures than those already implemented. 

2. Speed Control is the most effective. However, the government, car industries and mass 
media all have negative attitudes toward the measure. The reason is that they don’t 
understand the effectiveness clearly or have some irrational fear of the system. 

3. The effect of Speed Control or ISA should be made clearer by reliable simulation. We 
already have many data in hand, obtained from some large-scale field experiments with 
ISA in places such as Sweden. People want to know how many lives could be saved by 
this traffic system. 

4. The mass media should be very aware of the effects of the Speed Control system, such 
as the number of victims saved. For one of their social roles might be comparable to 
Super Ego in Freud’s personality theory. Many people like to watch TV programs, which 
claim to present an ethical view of social problems, so people might be easily moved and 
persuaded by positive exposure given to Speed Control on TV. 

5. A book on Speed Control could be promising, for it makes those people working in the 
organizations mentioned above understand the effectiveness of Speed Control more 
easily. There is much important research, mainly done in Europe, which should be 
reported to Japanese society. 

6. Scientific activities should be continued hereafter. Papers, reports, presentations in 
conferences, workshops, research meetings, etc. should be the starting point and the 
base. They have much latent power to make people believe in the effectiveness of the 
Speed Control traffic system. 

7. We need to find key persons in each area connected with the implementation of the 
Speed Control traffic system. Who are the persons responsible for suggesting concrete 
plans for traffic safety to the government, car industries, police, and mass media? We 
have to have contact with them and persuade them individually. 

8. Car industries have to recognize their product liability, in the sense that they produce a 
device as dangerous as a weapon: a car. Many cars have speed-performance capability 
allowing them to go faster than 100 km/h, something which is not allowed by Japanese 
traffic law. Those who produce such vehicles should be punished. 
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In order to have any chance to reach the ambitious 50% accident fatality reduction in 
Europe by 2010 (from 40000 to 20000 fatalities), at least ISA (Intelligent Speed Adaptation) 
should be implemented on a large scale throughout Europe. Speed is a major contributor to 
accident causation. So far, there is a strong lobby by the car manufacturers NOT to consider 
ISA as a solution because it will take away the individual freedom of having a fancy and 
powerful car and building up individual status. Car manufacturers sell emotion and they 
don´t think that ISA would fit in. People will not accept these restrictions in their individual 
freedom. So, what to do? I see a possible solution and that is that we have to go through 
the process of placing a huge amount of active speed control cameras and of enforcing 
speeding by high fines. The next step then will be that people get so annoyed that ISA, in 
fact, is a means to avoid high workload watching for cameras all the time and is a relief by 
preventing to get speeding tickets. Then it becomes a comfort equipment and the 
acceptance will be rather high in no time. I am afraid that we simply have to go through this 
unpleasant scenario to get ISA widely accepted. 

I would like to end with the remark that, in my opinion, car manufacturers are fully  aware of 
what will happen in the long run, and they are actually preparing themselves for it. It is just 
a matter of time and they fully agree with the approach the research community is heading 
for. Speed control cameras will help to speed up this process and to get car manufacturers 
off the hook. 
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WHAT DO WE KNOW TODAY? 
Speed cameras and engineering measures, like humps and bumps and roundabouts are 
quite efficient but we can not cover the whole network with them. 

In-vehicle systems for speed adaptation have a great traffic safety potential 

Driver acceptance of such a system is high within built up areas and in critical conditions. 

In order to have an effect in the traffic system, deployment rate must reach about 60%. 

WHAT ARE THE PREREQUISITES FOR IMPLEMENTATION? 
Digital maps covering the whole road network with speed limit data must be provided. 

Decision on standards on HMI must be made. 

Liability issues have to be made clear. 

WHAT ARE THE HINDER FOR IMPLEMENTATION? 
In this issue, civil servants seem to be less progressive than the public and politians are still 
less progressive. 

It is assumed that it is hard to introduce such a system by individual nations, so decisions 
must be made on the EU level. 

Car manufacturers have been very hostile to the concept, now, they are sceptical, tomorrow 
deliver the system, but they need directives. 

POSSIBLE WAYS TO GO IN IMPLEMENTATION 
Punishment for speeding drivers? might give the system a bad image. 

Equipping authorities own vehicle fleet. 

Municipalities buying transport services can demand that the vehicles (buses, taxis) are 
equipped with such a system. 

It can be part of a positive marketing for transport companies “we keep the speed limit”. 

Incentives for private drivers to equip their cars by lowered insurance fees or by tax 
reductions. 


